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Abstract: Garnet-type Li7-xLa3Zr2-xTaxO12 (LLZT) is considered a good candidate for the solid
electrolyte in all-solid-state lithium batteries because of its reasonably high conductivity around
10−3 S cm−1 at room temperature and stability against lithium (Li) metal with the lowest redox
potential. In this study, we synthesized LLZT with a tantalum (Ta) content of 0.45 via a conventional
solid-state reaction process and constructed a Li/LLZT/Li symmetric cell by attaching Li metal
foils on the polished top and bottom surfaces of an LLZT pellet. We investigated the influence of
heating temperatures and times on the interfacial charge-transfer resistance between LLZT and the Li
metal electrode. In addition, the effect of the interface resistance on the stability for Li deposition
and dissolution was examined using a galvanostatic cycling test. The lowest interfacial resistance
of 25 Ω cm2 at room temperature was obtained by heating at 175 ◦C (5 ◦C lower than the melting
point of Li) for three to five hours. We confirmed that the current density at which the short circuit
occurs in the Li/LLZT/Li cell via the propagation of Li dendrite into LLZT increases with decreasing
interfacial charge transfer resistance.
Keywords: garnet; solid electrolyte; lithium metal; interface; charge-transfer resistance
1. Introduction
A high performance electrical energy storage device is a key technology in the sustainable
development of a ubiquitous and clean energy society. Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), using
graphite as the anode and organic liquid electrolyte and lithium transition-metal oxide as the cathode,
were commercialized in 1991 and have since been widely used worldwide as a power source for mobile
electronic devices, such as cell phones and laptop computers because of their high-energy density and
reasonably good cycling performance. The development of middle- or large-scale LIBs has accelerated
for use in automotive propulsion and stationary load-leveling for intermittent power generation from
solar or wind energy [1–3]. However, a larger battery size creates more serious safety issues in LIBs;
one of the main reasons for this being the increased amount of flammable organic liquid electrolytes.
All-solid-state lithium-ion batteries with a non-flammable inorganic Li+ ion conductor as a solid
electrolyte (SE) are expected to be the next generation of energy storage devices because of their high
energy density, safety, and excellent cycle stability [4–6]. The SE materials should possess not only
high Li+ ion conductivity above one mS cm−1 at a room temperature but also chemical stability against
electrode materials, air, and moisture. Oxide-based SE materials have rather lower conductivity and
poor plasticity compared with sulfide-based materials, but they have other advantages such as their
chemical stability and ease of handling [7,8].
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Garnet-type Li+ ion conducting oxide, Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZ), has been widely investigated because
of its good ionic conduction, excellent thermal performance, and wide electrochemical potential
window [9]. LLZ has two different crystal phases: the cubic phase [9,10] and the tetragonal phase [11,12].
However, high conductivity above 10−4 S cm−1 at a room temperature range is only obtained in the
former, densified by high temperature sintering. Partial substitution of the Zr4+ site in LLZ by other
higher valence cations, such as Nb5+ [13,14], Ta5+ [15–23], W6+ [24,25], and Mo6+ [26], is effective at
stabilizing the cubic phase, and the conductivity at room temperature is greatly improved to 1 mS cm−1
by controlling the dopants content and optimizing Li+ concentration in the garnet framework. Although
a solid-state battery with an Nb-doped LLZ as SE has already been demonstrated [13,27,28], a Ta-doped
LLZ showed much better chemical stability against a Li metal electrode than when Nb-doped [29,30].
The other dopants, such as W6+, Mo6+, or Nb5+ in LLZ, could potentially become a redox center at
relatively high potential against Li+/Li [31].
The use of Li metal with extremely large gravimetric specific capacity (3860 mAh g−1) with the
lowest redox potential as an anode leads to the high energy density of a battery, but the formation of
a solid-solid interface among garnet-type SE and Li metal electrodes is another challenging issue in
achieving better electrochemical performance in solid-state batteries [32–34]. Many approaches have
been introduced to reduce the interfacial charge-transfer resistance between garnet-type SE and Li,
including the introduction of thin film layers of Au [35], Si [36], Ge [37], Al2O3 [38], and ZnO [39],
or eliminating the secondary phases, such as LiOH and Li2CO3, by polishing the surface of SE and using
multiple thermal treatments at specific temperatures before and after contact with Li [40–42]. However,
a more simplified method to form the interface between garnet-type SE and the Li electrode would
be preferable and further study is required of the relationship between the interfacial charge-transfer
resistance and stability for Li deposition and dissolution reaction at the interface.
In this work, we synthesized a cubic garnet-type LLZT using a solid-state reaction process.
An Li/LLZT/Li symmetric cell, created by attaching Li metal foil on the top and bottom surfaces of an
LLZT pellet, was used to examine the influence of heating temperatures and times on the interfacial
charge-transfer resistance between LLZT and Li. Moreover, the effect of the interface resistance on
the stability of Li deposition and dissolution reactions at the Li/LLZT interface was systematically
investigated using a galvanostatic cycling test.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of LLZT
LLZT with a Ta content (x) of 0.45 was synthesized using a conventional solid-state reaction
process. Notably, we did not use an Al2O3 crucible for sample synthesis because Al3+ contamination
from the crucible into the LLZT lattice during high temperature sintering may influence the Li+ contents
and, generally, this contamination level cannot be precisely controlled. The following were obtained
from the Kojundo Chemical Laboratory (Saitama, Japan): stoichiometric amounts of LiOH·H2O (99%
with 10% excess was added to account for the evaporation of lithium at high temperatures), La(OH)3
(99.99%), ZrO2 (98%) and Ta2O5 (99.9%), which were then ground and mixed by planetary ball-milling
(Nagao System, Planet M2-3F, Kawasaki, Japan) with zirconia balls and ethanol for 3 h in a zirconia
pot, and then calcined at 900 ◦C for 6 h in air using a Pt-5% Au alloy crucible. The calcined powders
were ground again by planetary ball-milling for 1 h, and then pressed into pellets at 300 MPa by cold
isostatic pressing. Finally, the pellets were sintered at 1150 ◦C for 15 h in air using a Pt-5% Au alloy
crucible. To minimize Li loss and the formation of secondary phases during the sintering process,
the pellets were covered with the same mother powder.
The crystal phase of LLZT was evaluated by X-ray diffraction (XRD; Rigaku Multiflex, Tokyo,
Japan) using CuKα radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm), with a measurement range 2θ of 5–90◦ and a step interval
of 0.004◦. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) observation of the fractured surface microstructure of
the sintered LLZT was performed using a scanning electron microscope (SU8000 Type II, HITACHI,
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Tokyo, Japan).). The electrical conductivity of each LLZT was evaluated with alternating current
(A/C) impedance measurements using a chemical impedance meter (3532-80, HIOKI, Ueda, Japan) at
temperatures from 27 to 100 ◦C, frequencies from 5 Hz to 1 MHz, and an applied voltage amplitude of
0.1 V. Li+-blocking Au film electrodes were formed on both parallel surfaces of the pellet by sputtering
for the conductivity measurement.
2.2. Evaluation of Stability for LLZT/Li Interface
To evaluate interface stability between LLZT and Li metal, we constructed the Li/LLZT/Li
symmetric cell with a cell fixture (Figure 1) in an Ar-filled grove box by attaching Li metal foils on
the polished top and bottom surfaces of an LLZT pellet with a thickness between 1.90 and 1.95 mm.
Heat treatments at different temperatures (100–175 ◦C) and time (1–5 h) were applied to the cell after
cell construction. Interfacial charge-transfer resistance RLi-LLZT between LLZT and Li was evaluated
by A/C impedance measurements. The influence of RLi-LLZT on the stability of the Li deposition and
dissolution reaction was also investigated using galvanostatic cycling testing of a symmetric cell at
25 ◦C using a Battery Test System (TOSCAT-3100, TOYO SYSTEM, Iwaki, Japan). The microstructure
of the LLZT pellet after the galvanostatic testing was observed by SEM (SU8000 Type II, HITACHI,
Tokyo, Japan).
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Figure 1. Illustration (left) and photo of cell fixture for composing a lithium-garnet-type Li7-xLa3Zr2-
xTaxO12-lithium (Li/LLZT/Li) symmetric cell. 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Characterization of Sintered LLZT Pellets 
The XRD pattern and SEM image of the fractured surface of sintered LLZT are shown in Figure 
2. The calculated pattern with the reported structural parameters for cubic LLZ is also plotted in 
Figure 2a [7]. All the peaks for the LLZT sample were well indexed as cubic garnet-type structures 
with a space group Ia3തd; no other secondary phases were observed. Compared with the calculated 
pattern for cubic LLZ, all peaks of LLZT shifted toward a higher angle 2θ. This was attributed to the 
reduction in the lattice size by substitution of Zr4+ (72 pm) by smaller Ta5+ (64 pm) [15–23]. As shown 
in Figure 2b, the average grain size in the sintered LLZT was around 5 µm and all grains were in 
good contact with each other to form a dense structure. The density of the pellet was determined 
from their weight and physical dimensions. The relative density (measured density normalized by 
the theoretical density) of LLZT used in this work was around 92–93%. 
The ionic conductivity of LLZT was examined by A/C impedance spectroscopy using a Li+ ion 
blocking silver (Au) electrode. Figure 3a shows the Nyquist plots of A/C impedance measured at 27, 
50, and 75 °C for LLZT. A part of the small semicircle and linear portion data were obtained in high 
and low frequency regions, indicating that the conduction is primarily ionic in nature. The intercept 
point of the linear tail in the low frequency range with a real axis corresponds to the sum of the bulk 
and grain-boundary resistances. Total conductivity σ was calculated by the inverse of the total (bulk 
and grain boundary) resistance and geometrical parameters of the pellet, which was estimated to be 
0.93 mS cm−1 at 27 °C. Notably, we prepared many LLZT pellets for stability testing described later, 
and all pellets reproducibly showed σ = 0.9–1.0 mS cm−1 at 27 °C. 
Figure 1. Illustration (left) and photo of cell fixture for composing a lithium-garnet-type
Li7-xLa3Zr2-xTaxO12-lithium (Li/LLZT/Li) symmetric cell.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Characterization of Sintered LLZT Pellets
The XRD pattern and SEM image of the fractured surface of sintered LLZT are shown in Figure 2.
The calculated pattern with the reported structural parameters for cubic LLZ is also plotted in
Figure 2a [7]. All the peaks for the LLZT sample were well indexed as cubic garnet-type structures
with a space group Ia3d; no other secondary phases were observed. Compared with the calculated
pattern for cubic LLZ, all peaks of LLZT shifted toward a higher angle 2θ. This was attributed to the
reduction in the lattice size by substitution of Zr4+ (72 pm) by smaller Ta5+ (64 pm) [15–23]. As shown
in Figure 2b, the average grain size in the sintered LLZT was around 5 µm and all grains were in good
contact with each other to form a dense structure. The density of the pellet was determined from their
weight and physical dimensions. The relative density (measured density normalized by the theoretical
density) of LLZT used in this work was around 92–93%.
The ionic conductivity of LLZT was examined by A/C impedance spectroscopy using a Li+ ion
blocking silver (Au) electrode. Figure 3a shows the Nyquist plots of A/C impedance measured at 27,
50, and 75 ◦C for LLZT. A part of the small semicircle and linear portion data were obtained in high
and low frequency regions, indicating that the conduction is primarily ionic in nature. The intercept
point of the linear tail in the low frequency range with a real axis corresponds to the sum of the bulk
and grain-boundary resistances. Total conductivity σ was calculated by the inverse of the total (bulk
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and grain boundary) resistance and geometrical parameters of the pellet, which was estimated to be
0.93 mS cm−1 at 27 ◦C. Notably, we prepared many LLZT pellets for stability testing described later,
and all pellets reproducibly showed σ = 0.9–1.0 mS cm−1 at 27 ◦C.Batteries 2018, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW  4 of 12 
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Figure 3. (a) Nyquist plot of alternating current (A/C) impedance of LLZT at 27 °C. (b) Arrhenius plot 
of the conductivity σ for LLZT plotted against the inverse of measurement temperature. 
Figure 3b shows the variation in σ for an LLZT pellet as a function of an inverse of temperature 
1000 T−1. σ increased monotonically as the temperature increased and reached 16 mS cm−1 at 100 °C. 
In addition, the temperature dependence of σ was well-expressed by the Arrhenius equation as σ = 
σ0 exp(−Ea/(kBT)), where σ0 is constant, Ea is the activation energy of conductivity, and kB is the 
Boltzmann constant (1.381 × 10−23 J K−1). From the slope data of σT in Figure 3b, Ea of LLZT was 
calculated as 0.40 eV, which is nearly the same as the Al-free LLZT reported in the literature [19,21,22]. 
3.2. Interfacial Charge Transfer Resistance between LLZT and Li Metal Electrode 
To examine the effect of a heat treatment condition on RLi-LLZT between LLZT and Li, we 
measured the A/C impedance of Li/LLZT/Li symmetric cells with various heat treatment conditions. 
Figure 4a shows the Nyquist plots of A/C impedance at 27 °C for Li/LLZT/Li cell both before and 
after heat treatment at different temperatures for one hour. The data in Figure 4a were obtained in a 
continuous experiment with one specific cell. Firstly, we measured the impedance for the cell before 
applying heat treatment, then the cell was heat-treated at 100 °C for one hour, cooled down to 27 °C, 
and the impedance measurements were recorded. After that, measurements for the cell heat-treated 
at 150 or 175 °C for one hour were recorded in sequence. 
Figure 2. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern and (b) scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
fractured cross section for sintered LLZT.
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Figure 3. (a) Nyquist plot of alternating current (A/C) impedance of LLZT at 27 ◦C. (b) Arrhenius plot
of the conductivity σ for LLZT plotted against the inverse of meas reme t temperature.
Figure 3b shows the variation in σ for an LLZT p llet as a function of an inverse of temperature
1 00 T−1. σ increased monotonically s the temperature increased and reache 16 mS cm−1 at 100 ◦C.
In addition, the temperature dependence f σ was well-expressed by the Arrhenius equation
σ = σ0 exp(−Ea/(kBT)), where σ0 is constant, Ea is the activation en rgy of conductivity, and kB is the
Boltzmann constant (1.381 × 10−23 J K−1). From the slope data of σT in Figure 3b, Ea of LLZT was
calculated as 0.40 eV, which is nearly the same as the Al-free LLZT reported in the literature [19,21,22].
3.2. Interfacial Charge Transfer Resistance between LLZT and Li Metal Electrode
To examine the effect of a heat treatment condition on RLi-LLZT between LLZT and Li, we measure
the A/C impedance of Li/LLZT/Li symmetric cells with various heat treatment conditions. Figure 4
shows the Nyquist plots of A/C impedance at 27 ◦C for Li/LLZT/Li cell both before and after heat
treatment at different temperatures for one our. The ata in Figure 4a were obtained in a continuous
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experiment with one specific cell. Firstly, we measured the impedance for the cell before applying
heat treatment, then the cell was heat-treated at 100 ◦C for one hour, cooled down to 27 ◦C, and the
impedance measurements were recorded. After that, measurements for the cell heat-treated at 150 or
175 ◦C for one hour were recorded in sequence.Batteries 2018, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW  5 of 12 
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Figure 4. (a) Nyquist plots of AC impedance for Li/LLZT/Li symmetric cell at 27 ◦C before and after
heat treatment at 100, 150, and 175 ◦C for one hour. Different Li/LLZT/ Li cells heat treated at 175 ◦C
for (b) one, (c) three, and (d) five hours.
In the frequency range of 5 Hz to 105 Hz, one semi-circle was clearly visible in the Li/LLZT/Li cell
before and after applying heat treatment at different temperatures. This semi-circle was not observed
in the Au/LLZT/Au cell shown in Figure 3a. At the high frequency range from 105 to 106 Hz, the plots
almost overlap, suggesting that the data above 105 Hz are mainly attributed to the ionic conducting
property of LLZT pellet. The data below 105 Hz correspond to the charge-transfer characteristics at
the interface between LLZT and the two Li metal electrodes, and the diameter of the semicircle below
105 Hz corresponds to 2 × RLi-LLZT. As shown in Figure 4a, RLi-LLZT decreased gradually as the heat
treatment temperature increased. Before applying heat treatment, RLi-LLZT at 27 ◦C was 650 Ω cm2
and decreased to 350 Ω cm2, 200 Ω cm2, and 100 Ω cm2, after applying heat treatment at 100, 150,
and 175 ◦C for one hour, respectively.
For further reduction of RLi-LLZT, we investigated the influence of heat treatment time at 175 ◦C,
which is only 5 ◦C lower than the melting point of Li. Nyquist plots of A/C impedance at 27 ◦C
for Li/LLZT/Li cells heat-treated at 175 ◦C for one three, and five hours are shown in Figure 4b–d.
RLi-LLZT was reduced further by increasing the heat treatment time, but both the cells heat treated at
175 ◦C for three and five hours showed the same RLi-LLZT of 25Ω cm2 at 27 ◦C, indicating that the effect
of heat treatment time on the reduction of RLi-LLZT was nearly saturated at three hours. We think that
the reduction in RLi-LLZT obtained by optimizing the heat treatment condition resulted from improved
wetting and contact between LLZT and Li.
Using the cell heat-treated at 175 ◦C for five hours, the temperature dependence of RLi-LLZT was
investigated and the results are shown in Figure 5. The measurements were recorded in both heating
and cooling processes at 27–100 ◦C. As shown in Figure 5a,b, the impedance data measured at a fixed
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temperature in heating and cooling processes were nearly identical, suggesting that the resistances of
LLZT, RLLZT, and RLi-LLZT were hardly affected by temperatures below 100 ◦C.Batteries 2018, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW  6 of 12 
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Figure 5. A/C impedance measured at different temperatures for Li/LLZT/Li symmetric cells after
heat treatment at 175 ◦C for five hours: (a) during heating process from 27 to 100 ◦C and (b) cooling
process from 100 to 27 ◦C. (c) Interfacial charge transfer resistance RLi-LLZT as a function of temperature.
3.3. Stability against Li Deposition and Dissolution Reaction at the Interface
Next, we discuss the stability against Li deposition and dissolution reaction at the interface
between LLZT and Li. Figure 6 shows the results for galvanostatic cycling at 25 ◦C in Li/LLZT/Li
symmetric cells with different RLi-LLZT (27 ◦C) of 100 and 25 Ω cm2. In this work, “one cycle” is
defined as the process of passing a current in both directions, and then resting for 600 s during each
cycle. Cell voltage was determined as the product of current and cell resistance (= RLLZT + RLi-LLZT).
In both cells, Ohmic behavior was observed at low current densities followed by deviation from Ohmic
behavior at high current densities. Similar behavior has been confirmed in the literature [33,34,40–46].
Furthermore, the polarization was not symmetric against the current direction, which could have been
caused by an irreversibility in Li deposition and dissolution reaction at each interface between LLZT
and Li in a symmetric cell [43,46]. The cell with lower RLi-LLZT (Figure 6b) shows lesser polarization
than the cell with higher RLi-LLZT (Figure 6a) and maintained Ohmic behavior under higher current
densities around 0.1 mA cm−2. The cell voltage suddenly dropped to 0 V at 0.11 mA cm−2 for the
cell with an RLi-LLZT of 100 Ω cm2, whereas the voltage drop in the cell with a lower RLi-LLZT of
25 Ω cm2 occurred at 0.36 mA cm−2. This indicates that the short circuit occurred inside the cell and
the reduction of RLi-LLZT had a positive effect on enhancing the tolerance against the short circuit.
Reducing RLi-LLZT likely resulted in more uniform current density, thus the tolerance against the short
circuit improved. We also performed galvanostatic cycling for the symmetric cell at 100 ◦C. Increasing
temperature improved wetting and contact between Li and LLZT. The RLi-LLZT of the tested cell was
25 Ω cm2 at 27 ◦C and decreased to 0.5 Ω cm2 at 100 ◦C. As expected, the current density at which the
short circuit occurred increased to 1.2 mA cm−2 (Figure S1).
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Figure 6. Galvanostatic cycling at 25 ◦C for Li/LLZT/Li cells with different RLi-LLZT: (a) RLi-LLZT
(27 ◦C) = 100 Ω cm2 and (b) RLi-LLZT (27 ◦C) = 25 Ω cm2. The inset in each graph is a photo of an LLZT
pellet removed from each cell after a short circuit occurred.
The photos of the LLZT pellets removed from both cells after short circuits occurred are also shown
in the insets of both graphs. Some black spots and cracks were clearly confirmed on the pellet surface.
Moreover, some of the cracks penetrated along a thickness direction and reached the opposing pellet
surface, indicating that the short circuit locally occurred around these cracks due to the propagation of
Li dendrite into SE [33,47–49]. We also observed the microstructures of fractured cross sections of LLZT
pellets using SEM and the results are shown in Figure 7. SEM observation was performed around the
black spot. In Figure 7a, many fiber-like materials with submicron-sized diameters were confirmed
between the LLZT grains in the pellet removed from the cell with RLi-LLZT = 100 Ω cm2. However,
in Figure 7b, a whisker-like material two to three µm in diameter was confirmed to propagate into
the pellet removed from the cell with RLi-LLZT = 25 Ω cm2. We think that these materials observed in
LLZT pellets are Li dendrites that cause the short circuit during galvanostatic cycling test depicted in
Figure 5.
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Figure 7. SEM images for cross sections of LLZT pellets removed from Li/LLZT/Li cells after a short
circuit occurred: (a) RLi-LLZT (27 ◦C) = 100 Ω cm2 and (b) RLi-LLZT (27 ◦C) = 25 Ω cm2.
We fabricated other symmetric cells with RLi-LLZT = 25 Ω cm2 and their cycle stabilities were
investigated at 25 ◦C and at current densities of 0.15 and 0.30 mA cm−2 for application times of one
and two hours. The results are summarized in Figure 8. Notably, the measurements at these four
different conditions were continuously performed in one specific cell. The cell was stably tested over
100 cycles without the occurrence of a short circuit at the conditions of 0.15 mA cm−2 for one hour,
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0.15 mA cm−2 for two hours, and 0.30 mA cm−2 for one hour, whereas the polarization and deviation
from Ohmic low become remarkable with increasing magnitude of current density and its application
time. However, at 0.30 mA cm−2 for two hours, cell voltage increased abnormally in the first half cycle,
and then a short circuit occurred during the second cycle. Under this condition, the cell could not be
cycled stably.
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Figure 8. Galvanostatic cycling at 25 ◦C for Li/LLZT/Li cell with RLi-LLZT (27 ◦C) = 25Ω cm2: (a) cycled
at 0.15 mA cm−2 for one hour, (b) cycled at 0.15 mA cm−2 for two hours, (c) cycled at 0.30 mA cm−2
for one hour, and (d) cycled at 0.30 mA cm−2 for two hours. The measurements were continuously
recorded fro (a) to (d).
Before and after each galvanostatic cycling under different conditions, we also checked the cell
impedance at room temperature. The measurement results are shown in Figure 9. Before galvanostatic
cycling, the cell resistance was around 230 Ω cm2. After being cycled at 0.15 mA cm−2 for one hour,
0.15 mA cm−2 for two hours, and 0.30 mA cm−2 for one hour, the cell demonstrated similar results
and cell resistance ranging from 215 to 225 Ω cm2. This is consistent with the results for the stable
galvanostatic cycling shown in Figure 8a–c. However, after being cycled at 0.30 mA cm−2 for two
hours, the plot significantly deviated from the others and the cell resistance decreased to 65 Ω cm2.
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The conditions for the stable cycling of a symmetric cell were expected to be influenced not only by
the magnitude of the current density but also by the capacity for Li deposition at the interface between
LLZT and Li. Using the data for the first half cycle in Figure 8c,d, the change in cell voltage at 25 ◦C and
0.30 mA cm−2 are plotted as a function of area specific capacity for Li deposition (Figure 10). The plots
of the cell voltage tested at 0.30 mA cm−2 for one and two hours nearly overlapped at the capacity for
Li deposition below 0.30 mAh cm−2 and an abnormal increase in cell voltage was caused at a capacity
above 0.35 mAh cm−2. Similar behavior was confirmed when the cell was cycled at smaller current
density of 0.15 mA cm−2. As shown in Figure 8a,b, the cell was stably cycled at 0.15 mA cm−2 for one
and two hours, but a short circuit occurred at 0.15 mA cm−2 for three hours (Figure S2). The abnormal
increase in cell voltage was also confirmed at the capacity for Li deposition above 0.30 mAh cm−2
(Figure S3). Although our measurement conditions in this work were limited, the threshold of the area
for specific Li deposition capacity for stable was roughly expected to be around 0.30 mAh cm−2. When
we used the LLZT prepared in this work, the RLi-LLZT at room temperature decreased to 20–30 Ω cm2,
and the current density for galvanostatic cycling was set below 0.30 mA cm−2.
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Together with further examination of the propagation mechanism of Li dendrite into garnet-type
SE, both the critical current density at which the short circuit occurs and the threshold in the capacity
for Li deposition for stable cycling must be enhanced further to realize a solid-state battery with
a garnet-type oxide SE and Li metal anode. We believe that this could be achieved by reducing
the interfacial charge-transfer resistance further and by structural improvement of the garnet-type
SE by decreasing the porosity [34,47,48], controlling grain size [41,44], and modifying the grain
boundary [45,50].
4. Conclusions
We investigated the influence of heating temperature and time on the interfacial resistance
between LLZT and a Li metal electrode using a Li/LLZT/Li symmetric cell. In addition, the effect of
the interfacial charge-transfer resistance RLi-LLZT on the stability of Li deposition and dissolution was
investigated using a galvanostatic cycling test. The lowest RLi-LLZT of 25 Ω cm2 at room temperature
was obtained by heating at 175 ◦C for three to five hours after contacting LLZT with Li. We confirmed
that reducing interfacial resistance is effective for enhancing the current density at which the short
circuit occurs by propagating the Li dendrite into LLZT. The conditions for stable cycling of a symmetric
Batteries 2018, 4, 26 10 of 12
cell are influenced not only by the magnitude of the current density but also by the capacity for Li
deposition at the interface between LLZT and Li.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2313-0105/4/2/26/s1,
Figure S1: Galvanostatic cycling at 100 ◦C for Li/LLZT/Li cell with RLi-LLZT = 25 cm2 at 27 ◦C and 0.5 cm2 at
100 ◦C, Figure S2: Galvanostatic cycling at 25 ◦C for Li/LLZT/Li cell with RLi-LLZT (27 ◦C) = 28 cm2 tested at
0.15 mA cm−2 for 3 h, Figure S3: Cell voltage at 25 ◦C and 0.15 mA cm−2 for 1, 2 and 3 h in Li/LLZT/Li cells as a
function of area specific capacity for Li deposition.
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